[Biomathematical evaluation of morphometric data--presented illustrated on the example of the relationship between axon diameter and thickness of the myelin sheath. II. Nonlinear approximations].
After the process of measuring morphometrical characteristics performing empirical regressions as a first stage of data processing is treated in the foregoing part I of the paper. The morphometrical datas have to characterize a functional relationship between two variables X and Y, in the cases in question this is the connection between axon caliber and thickness of myelin sheat of nerve fibres. Based on the results of empirical regression the second data processing stage consists in performing nonlinear approximations of the measured courses by a suitable chosen mathematical function. For this purpose the generalized logistic function is chosen for a quantitative and qualitative description of the connection between axon caliber and myelin sheat thickness. The numerical procedure and the various possibilities of the ALGOL-program for performing the approximation task are sketched. The results of this second data processing stage are discussed under the aspects of information compressing, of automatic data processing, and of providing an objective basis for the further process of evaluation and interpretation.